
20% OFF
all published prices until 30th June 2024 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

Introducing

Light Duty

Heavy Duty

Howsafe can now supply GOJO, one of the world's leading hand care providers and the 
inventors of Purell.

In a nutshell, GOJO is generally cheaper per litre than other leading brands, and its effectiveness 
in removing soiling from hands is proven. To assist you in making the change, Howsafe will provide 
free dispensers and an additional 20% discount for a period of time.

Yes, we are really keen to switch you over to GOJO!

All you will need to do is assign someone to install the dispensers, and then it's winning all the way

Great for offices, education & any other
light duty hand washing areas.

Designed for engineering, maintenance,
construction & manufacturing.

GOJO Freshberry Refills
Code: 0008816
Price @£41.60+VAT

GOJO Natural Refills
Code: 0007335
Price @£61.95+VAT

GOJO Pro TDX Dispenser
Code:  TDX2000
Price @£9.95+VAT

GOJO FRESH 3-in-1 Refills
Code: 0008853
Price @£26.90+VAT

GOJO Olive Refills
Code: 0007332
Price @£69.95+VAT

GOJO Supro Max Hand Scrub
Code: 0007695
Price @£24.50+VAT

GOJO Freshberry Refill Cartridges x 3
A luxury lotion soap. Freshly fragranced lotion wash for hands, body and hair.
3 x 1250ml cartridges for GOJO ADX-12 dispenser.

GOJO FRESH 3-in-1 Refill Cartridges x 3
Spa-inspired foam hand wash offers luxurious lather and a pleasant botanical 
fragrance. Foaming making for very economical hand cleaning.  3 x 1250ml 
cartridges for GOJO ADX-12 dispenser.

GOJO ADX-12 Dispenser
Dispenser for use with Freshberry and Fresh 3-in-1 soaps. Hygienic and lockable.

GOJO Natural Hand Scrub Refill Cartridges x 4
Heavy duty hand cleaner which is effective against: dirt, grease, oil, graphite 
and tar. Contains plant based scrubbers (apricot stones & corn seed).
4 x 2 litre cartridges for GOJO Pro TDX dispenser.

GOJO Olive Hand Scrub Refill Cartridges x 4
Similar performance to the natural hand scrub but uses crushed olive stones 
as the scrubbing agent. Creamy beige colour with a fresh olive fragrance. 
4 x 2 litre cartridges for GOJO Pro TDX dispenser.

GOJO Supro Max Hand Scrub Refill Cartridges x 4
A powerful hand cleaner for really tough to remove soiling, such as: oil, grease,
paint and adhesives. Uses crushed walnut shells as a natural scrubbing agent. 
4 x 2 litre cartridges for GOJO Pro TDX dispenser.

GOJO Pro TDX  Dispenser 2 Litre
Dispenser for use with Natural, Olive & Supro Max hand scrub cartridges. Hygienic 
and lockable.

GOJO Supro Max Hand Scrub Pump Top
Same contents as the cartridge option but in a large 3.78 litre pump top bottle 
for easy re-location.

GOJO ADX-12 Dispenser
Code: 0888406
Price @£9.95

GOJO Supro Max Refills
Code: 0007272 
Price @£95.00+VAT

Contains crushed 
walnut shells



Sanitise

Condition

Used widely throughout the NHS. Ounce for 
ounce kills more germs than other sanitisers.

Conditioning your hands before and after work
is a vital part of hand care.

Purell Hand Rub Refills
Code: 0008803
Price @£44.95+VAT

GOJO Hand Medic Refills
Code: 0008745
Price @£48.50+VAT

Purell ADX-12 Dispenser
Code: 0882006
Price @£9.95+VAT

GOJO ADX-7 Hand Medic Dispenser
Code: 0878206
Price @£9.95+VAT

Purell Advanced Hygienic Hand Rub Refill Cartridges x 3
Hygienic hand sanitiser for hand disinfection that feels great to skin and includes 
moisturisers to help maintain skin condition. Kills up to 99.99% of most common 
germs. 3 x 1.2 Litre cartridges for Purell ADX-12 dispenser.

Purell ADX-12 Hygenic Hand Rub Dispenser
Dispenser for use with Purell 1.2 litre santiser refill cartridges. Hygienic and 
lockable.

Purell Advanced Hygenic Hand Rub 300ml Pump Bottle
Convenient 300ml bottle for placing around the office, kitchen, educational
and anywhere else where hand hygiene is critical.

GOJO Hand Medic Conditioner Refill Cartridges x 4
This skin conditioner quickly absorbs, with no greasy after feel. Use before work, 
after hand washing and at night to help maintain skin's natural moisture barrier.
4 x .685ml cartridges for GOJO ADX-7 Hand Medic dispenser.

GOJO ADX-7 Hand Medic Conditioner Dispenser
Dispenser for use with Hand Medic Conditioner refill cartridges. Hygienic and 
lockable.

Terms and conditions: All prices are subject to VAT and are guaranteed un til the 30th of June 2024.
*Based on stock cost comparisons against the SC Johnson ranges as of March 2024. **Free dispensers
are  on a discretionary basis and will be provided with receipt of an order for GOJO products. Maximum 

quantities may be applied. Please contact us with your requirements. ***20% off the GOJO & Purell
ranges shown on this document are valid until the 30th June 2024. For ongoing special prices please 

liaise with your account manager.

Purell Hand Rub Bottle
Code: 0009263
Price @£4.90+VAT

20% OFF Why change to 

Highly effective  
It costs less  
Free dispensers
Price swap support

all published prices until 30th June 2024 

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

It’s on the shelf - most products 
straight from stock.

To business premises within 
a 25 mile radius of Peterborough.

18-20 Challenger Way
Edgerley Business Park
Peterborough
Cambridgeshire
PE1 5EX

01733 560669

www.howsafe.co.uk

sales@howsafe.co.uk

View the range & download data sheets at 
howsafe.co.uk/hand-skincare/gojo

or scan the QR code below
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